Which talks did you attend/watch?

- Did not attend/watch any talk
- Enterprise Applications and Mobile Devices
- System Support of Hardware Efficiency
- Introduction to REFAL
- From Billiard Balls to Quantum Computing
- The History of Programming Languages
- Introduction to Node.js
- Automatically Generated Programs: Myth or reality?
- Computing at Scale: Meet Hadoop
Which talk did you enjoy most?
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System Support of Hardware Efficiency
Introduction to Node.js
Enterprise Apps & Mobile Devices
Introduction to REFAL
From Billiard balls to Quantum Computing
The History of programming Languages
Automatically Generated Programs: Myth or Reality?
Computing at Scale: Meet Hadoop
Why did you find it interesting?

- Personal interest
- Quality of speaker
- Relevant to my job
- Other

Reasons:
- Personal interest: 0.6
- Quality of speaker: 0.3
- Relevant to my job: 0.3
- Other: 0.2
Topics you would like to hear about
How would you like to participate?

- Attend a lecture in person
- Watch a video recording
- Watch a live video broadcast
- Participate in face to face discussion
- Listen to an audio recording
- Participate in A/V conference
- Listen to live audio broadcast
- Attend a lecture in person
How Useful are APSG Events?

Usefulness

- Not useful
- Useful
- Quite useful
- Very useful
- Essential

- Not useful
- Useful
- Quite useful
- Very useful
- Essential
Should APSG hold receptions?

- Hold two receptions
- Hold more receptions
- Hold less receptions
- No opinion

Preference distribution:
- No opinion: 0.45
- Hold less receptions: 0.20
- Hold more receptions: 0.15
- Hold two receptions: 0.20
Professional Background?

Non-UK
Academic staff
Enterprise architect
Computer Science staff
Application programmer (SME)
Application programmer (large ent)
Software designer/architect
Independent Consultant
Application software designer/architect
Software developer
Willing to Serve on APSG Committee?

- Not at this time
- Technical committee
- Publicity officer
- Meeting organiser
- Recording officer
- Membership Sec
- Treasurer
- Vice-chairman
- Chairman

Role

- Blue
- Orange
- Yellow